Join ORSP for “Write an NSF Grant Proposal” or “Write an NIH Grant Proposal” workshops this semester. Contact Jessica (jmankus@sfsu.edu) by **Feb. 5, 2016** if interested.

**Write an NSF Grant Proposal Workshop**

Who: Anyone interested in writing an NSF grant proposal

What: Six 90-minute sessions. Topics include: how is the NSF organized? What types of research do they support? What’s in a biosketch? We’ll include tips and tricks for writing the proposal narrative. Time to write/review your grant is built into the workshop.

Where: Library 242

When: Fridays Feb. 12, 19; Mar. 4, 18; Apr. 1, 15, 29 at 1:30 to 3 pm

**Write an NIH Grant Proposal Workshop**

Who: Anyone interested in writing an NIH grant proposal

What: Six 2-hour sessions. Topics include: who is NIH? What’s an R01, R21, R03 grant? What’s in a biosketch? We’ll include tips and tricks, and time to write/review your grant as we go.

Where: Library 242

When: Wednesdays (Feb. 24; Mar. 9, 23; Apr. 6, 20; May 4) at 10 am to noon